Background. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) viral escape occurs in 4%-20% of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected adults, yet the impact of antiretroviral therapy (ART) on CSF escape is unclear.
ART-experienced HIV-infected participants enrolled in US-based, multisite cohorts from [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] [2015] [2016] . Given the known association of CSF escape with HIV-1 resistance mutations, the frequency of DRMs in reverse transcriptase (RT) and protease genes from a merged cohort of participants and published studies was also examined.
METHODS

Participants
This prospective cohort included data from the National NeuroAIDS Tissue Consortium (NNTC), CNS HIV AntiRetroviral Therapy Effects Research (CHARTER), and HIV Neurobehavioral Research Center (HNRC) between January 2005 and September 2016. Criteria and data collection for individual cohorts have been described [16] [17] [18] . Eligible participants were age ≥18 years with at least 1 paired plasma and CSF VL measurement ( Figure 1 ). Participants were followed from the first date after 2005 with plasma VL <400 copies/mL until the participant's final recorded visit or second consecutive visit with plasma VL ≥1000 copies/mL, considered to represent virologic failure. Subsequent analyses were right censored to the last paired plasma and CSF VL in follow-up. CSF escape was defined as paired CSF VL > plasma VL (98% within 24 hours). If plasma VL was undetectable by clinical diagnostic assay (85% with lower limit of quantification of 50 copies/mL), CSF VL ≥51 copies/mL was denoted as CSF escape. The institutional review board at the NNTC, CHARTER, and HNRC clinical sites approved the research, and participants signed a written statement of informed consent.
Calculation of DRMs and CNS Penetration Values
In a combined dataset of cohort participants with available genotypes (n = 50) and genotypes from published CSF escape cases (n = 49; [5] ), frequencies of CSF and plasma mutations in RT and protease genes were analyzed. Frequencies of individual HIV-1 mutations were calculated for participants with and without CSF escape. The effectiveness of CNS ART penetration was estimated for each regimen using the CNS penetration effectiveness (CPE) value [19] . Genotypic susceptibility scores (GSS) were calculated using CSF or plasma genotypes and assigning a score of 0 (resistant), 0.5 (intermediate resistance), or 1 (susceptible) to each drug [20] . GSS-adjusted CPE scores were calculated by multiplying the CPE value by the GSS for each ART drug and summing scores.
Statistical Analyses
Given repeated plasma and CSF VL measures within the same individual, the probability of CSF escape was estimated using generalized mixed-effects models for repeated binary outcome in PROC GLIMMIX (SAS 9.4 Institute, Cary, North Carolina). The primary covariate of interest was PI with 2 nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (PI + NRTI) vs other ART regimens. Regimens that combined a PI with a non-NRTI (NNRTI) and NRTI were classified as other ART. Adjusted continuous covariates included duration of HIV infection based on self-report, nadir CD4+ T-cell count, age at study visit, and number of lumbar punctures to adjust for sampling bias; modeled binary covariates included plasma VL (suppressed [≤50 copies/mL] vs nonsuppressed) and cohort indicator (NNTC vs CHARTER and HNRC combined). Of 11 622 total person-visits, 300 visits (2.6%) were among participants on monotherapy or nonstandard drug regimens that did not include at least 2 NRTIs in combination with a third active ART drug from another class. Monotherapy is associated with virologic failure and development of DRMs [21] ; therefore, we excluded monotherapy or nonstandard regimens from mixed-effects models as they may falsely overestimate probability of CSF viral escape (see Supplementary Methods).
RESULTS
A total of 1063 participants met eligibility criteria, of which 77 (7.2%) developed CSF escape during median follow-up of 4.4 years. Participants were 81.6% men, 48.4% white, 31.2% black, ranged in age from 19 to 79 years (mean = 46.2, standard (Table 1) . At baseline, the majority of participants with CSF escape had been HIV infected for more than 10 years (79%) and had low median nadir CD4+ T-cell counts (50 cells/µL); 65% reported being on a PI-based regimen.
CSF Escape
Among 77 participants with CSF escape, median plasma VL was 50 copies/mL, CD4+ T-cell count was 394 cells/µL, and the CD4-to-CD8 ratio was 0.44 at first instance of escape (Table 2) . Symptomatic neurocognitive deficits were more frequent in participants with CSF escape (35% vs 20%), while 40% were neurocognitively unimpaired. The distribution of ART regimens is shown in Table 2 ; 66% were on a PI-based regimen with ATV, darunavir, and lopinavir as the most frequent PIs, 22%
were on a NNRTI-based regimen, and 3 were on an integrase inhibitor (raltegravir) at the time of first escape. levels in CSF compared to plasma. Participants with repeated CSF escape were younger (P = .01) and more likely to be on a PI-containing regimen (88% vs 55%, P = .03) than those with only 1 escape episode (Supplementary Table 3) . Analysis of visits with paired CSF and plasma VL showed a 3.7-fold greater odds of CSF escape in participants on PI + NRTI regimens compared to other ART regimens in univariate analysis (Table 3 ). In multivariable mixed-effects models, there was a 3.9-fold increased odds of CSF escape (95% confidence interval [CI], 2.5-6.2) on PI + NRTI regimens after accounting for years of HIV infection; the predicted mean probability of CSF escape over 20 years of HIV infection is shown in Figure 2A . In models adjusted for nadir CD4+ T-cell count, years of HIV infection, age, plasma viral suppression, number of CSF analyses, and cohort, the association between PI use and CSF escape remained significant, with an estimated 3.1-fold odds of CSF escape on PI-based therapy (95% CI, 1.9-5.1) at 15 years of HIV infection (Table 3 ). Lower nadir CD4+ T-cell count (P = .03), younger age (P < .0001), and plasma VL >50 copies/mL (P = .01) were additional independent risk factors associated with CSF escape. Participants in the NNTC cohort were more likely to have CSF escape than those in CHARTER-HNRC cohorts, which may reflect more advanced stages of HIV disease in the NNTC cohort. Cohort was not a factor when the dataset was restricted to visits with suppressed plasma VL (Supplementary Table 4 ) [16] . The number of CSF analyses was also not associated with increased odds of CSF escape (P = .7).
The association between PI + NRTI regimens and CSF escape remained significant in sensitivity analyses limited to visits with plasma VL ≤50 copies/mL (odds ratio Table 4 ). Stability of results was further confirmed in multivariable models limited to the first CSF escape event or last paired CSF and plasma VL (PI + NRTI vs other ART; OR, 2.2; 95% CI, 1.2-4.0) and in multivariable models using months in follow-up as a proxy for time (PI + NRTI vs other ART; OR, 3.1; 95% CI, 2.0-4.8); months in follow-up was not significantly associated with escape (P = .84). Adjusted mixed-models were fit using 10 imputed datasets, and pooled estimates demonstrated similar associations between PI + NRTI regimens vs other ART (3.1, OR; 95% CI, 2.6-3.6; data not shown) and CSF escape, suggesting that missingness is unlikely to account for the relationship between PI-based regimens and CSF escape.
ATV and CSF Escape
ATV was the most commonly reported PI. ATV achieves lower CSF concentrations than other PI drugs and does not consistently achieve the IC50 in CSF [13] . After adjusting for duration of HIV infection in mixed-effects models, ATV-containing and non-ATV-containing regimens had a 3.9-fold (95% CI, 2.4-6.3) and 3.4-fold (95% CI, 2.1-5.6) increased odds for CSF escape compared to other ART regimens, respectively ( Table 3 ). The probability of CSF escape was not significantly different between ATV-containing compared to non-ATV-containing regimens and CSF escape, suggesting that while regimens with ATV pose an increased likelihood of CSF escape, it is not the only PI-based regimen associated with CSF escape ( Figure 2B ). In fully adjusted models, ATV-containing regimens (OR, 3.1; 95% CI, 1.9-5.3) remained a stronger independent predictor for Figure 2 . Protease inhibitor use is associated with higher probability of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) escape in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected adults on combination antiretroviral therapy (ART). A, Estimated mean probability of CSF escape according to protease inhibitor with nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (PI+NRTI) use vs other ART regimens over the estimated duration of HIV infection. B, PI use is associated with increased probability of CSF escape when compared to other ART multidrug regimens (P < .001). Atazanavir-containing regimens account for a portion of the increased probability of CSF escape among PI-containing regimens compared to other ART regimens (P < .0001). CSF escape is independently associated with longer duration of HIV infection in both models (P < .001). Abbreviations: ART, antiretroviral therapy; ATV, atazanavir; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; NRTI, nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor; PI, protease inhibitor.
CSF escape than nadir CD4+ T-cell count (OR, 1.3; 95% CI, 1.0-1.6) or years of HIV infection (OR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.4-2.0).
HIV-1 Genotyping and DRMs
DRMs are associated with worse clinical outcomes [22] and reported in neurologically symptomatic CSF escape [5, 6] . We hypothesized that ART regimens with incomplete viral suppression in the CNS could lead to development of DRMs. Among participants with CSF escape using the combined dataset of cohort participants and published CSF cases, M184V or M184I (M184V/I) mutations were detected in CSF and plasma in 61% (34/56) and 30% (16/55) of samples, respectively, while M184V/I mutations in CSF and plasma were detected in only 7% (3/43) of samples from participants without escape (Supplementary Table 5 ). Given the high frequency of M184V/I detected in all samples (28%, 56/197), these mutations were combined with thymidine-analog mutations (TAMs; ie, M41L, L210W, T215Y, D67N, K70R, T215F, K219Q/E) for analysis. In 23% (13/56) of CSF escape cases, M184V/I mutation was detected with at least 1 TAM in CSF compared to 15% (8/55) in plasma, potentially lowering the threshold for accumulation of other mutations that lead to NRTI cross resistance in the CNS ( Figure 3D ) [23, 24] . Major but not accessory resistance mutations were more frequent in CSF among those with CSF escape compared to participants without CSF escape ( Figure 3A and 3B).
M184V/I Mutations and CPE Values
M184V/I mutations reduce HIV-1 viral fitness [25] , can delay emergence of TAMs [23] , and are frequently present in ARTexperienced individuals [6, 26] . While ART drug regimens with higher CPE values are associated with lower CSF VL [11, 27] , CPE values do not reflect resistance mutations. We therefore identified ART-experienced participants with CSF escape and M184V/I mutations on genotypic resistance tests in CSF and/or plasma from published studies (n = 34 [5] ) and calculated CPE values based on reported ART drug regimens at CSF escape. GSS was calculated by assigning a value to each ART drug, and the composite score accounting for viral resistance and CNS penetration was calculated (GSS-adjusted CPE), as described [20] . Among 34 HIV-infected participants with M184V/I, the median CPE value was 7 (interquartile range [IQR], 7-8), consistent with median CPE values in published studies [20, 28] , while GSS-adjusted CPE values were 6 (IQR 4-7) in plasma and 3.5 (IQR 3-4) in CSF ( Figure 3C ). Although there are no clinically recommended CPE cutoffs, regimens with CPE values of <5 are generally considered suboptimal OR per 100 cell decrement in nadir CD4+ T-cell count. c OR per year. For mixed models, all values must be present to be modeled. Models were fit using Proc GLIMMIX for logistic regression for repeated measures with cerebrospinal fluid escape as the dependent variable and predictors as fixed effects. Adjusted models were analyzed with random intercept and time.
CNS penetration of ART [11, 20, 27, 29] . In participants with CSF escape and M184V/I mutations, GSS-adjusted CPE values were <5 for CSF and plasma in 27 (79%) and 13 (38%) of 34 participants, respectively, indicating that the majority of those with M184V/I mutations and CSF escape have a low estimated ART penetration in the CNS (Supplementary Table 6 ).
DISCUSSION
In this prospective multisite study of 1063 ART-experienced HIVinfected participants during 2005-2016, PI regimens were associated with 3-fold higher odds of CSF escape compared to other ART regimens in adjusted mixed-effects models. Additionally, individuals on ATV had increased likelihood of CSF escape compared to non-PI-based regimens. Lower nadir CD4+ T-cell count and longer duration of HIV infection remained associated with CSF escape despite plasma suppression, which is consistent with previous studies [6, 10, 30] . To our knowledge, these data represent the largest longitudinal analyses of CSF escape predictors among HIV-infected adults on ART. These analyses also show that CSF escape cases with M184V/I are likely to harbor variants with major DRMs that confer resistance to at least 1 ART drug. These findings highlight ART drug classes and/or individual drugs as important predictors of CSF escape, potentially through mechanisms that involve suboptimal CNS penetration, incomplete control of viral replication, and DRM accumulation.
ART regimens have highly variable penetration in tissue compartments including the CNS, leading to lower drug concentrations compared to peripheral blood [14, 19, 31, 32] . In nonhuman primate models, low viral RNA levels were detected in brain despite suppressive ART and were correlated with reduced drug concentrations in non-CNS tissues compared to peripheral blood mononuclear cells [31, 32] . PIs penetrate the CNS less effectively than other ART classes, as evidenced by CSF concentrations <1% of those in plasma [11, 13, 33] . In 13 boosted, protease-inhibitor monotherapy, randomized, controlled, clinical trials, there were 6 cases of detectable CSF VL, all in the boosted-PI monotherapy arm [15] . Our mixed-effects analyses excluded visits while on monotherapy and showed that combination PI-based regimens still pose a 3-fold higher odds of CSF escape compared to other ART regimens. The association with PI-based ART regimens remained significant when only the first episode of detectable CSF VL was analyzed, was stronger when repeated events were considered, and suggests PI-based therapy may not adequately control virus in the CNS despite achieving plasma suppression [31] .
The CPE method remains a topic of controversy, with some studies suggesting improved neurocognitive scores or lower CSF HIV-1 RNA with higher CPE values [11, 27, 28, 34] , while others show no association or worse outcomes [35, 36] . When an adjustment was factored into CPE values to account for drug [24] . Abbreviations: CNS, central nervous system; CPE, central nervous system penetration effectiveness; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GSS, genotypic susceptibility scores; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; TAM, thymidine analog mutation.
resistance, Peluso et al found that the adjusted CPE value was thought to be a more accurate reflection of ART penetration in CSF escape [6] . A similar strategy was used to determine impact of ART regimens on neurocognitive impairment and showed improved correlations with cognitive scores compared to unadjusted CPE values [20] . In our study, CPE values were similar between those with and without CSF escape, suggesting that unadjusted values alone may not discriminate those at risk for CSF escape. However, when resistance mutations were factored into CPE values among participants with common NRTI M184V/I mutations, median adjusted CPE scores in CSF were low, suggesting that accumulation of resistance mutations in the CNS may lead to ineffective viral control despite regimens with high unadjusted CPE values. Participants in our study cohort had historical immunosuppression, as evidenced by low median nadir CD4+ T-cell counts, and the majority had long duration of HIV infection. We hypothesize that a sequential process rather than a single driver is necessary for CSF escape, with several factors that include accumulated CNS DRMs and insufficient ART penetration leading to periodic CNS viral replication.
This study has several limitations, including potential selection bias for participants enrolled in research studies. While the estimated prevalence of CSF escape is consistent with those listed in other publications of CSF escape [5, [7] [8] [9] , some participants were enrolled in neurological substudies that may be subject to referral bias and therefore may overestimate prevalence of CSF escape compared to the general HIV-infected population. Additionally, choice of ART regimen is not random in ART-experienced patients; thus, potential channeling biases cannot be fully accounted for in these analyses. The majority of CSF escape cases were exposed to prior ART regimens. While reasons for ART switch were not available, plasma VL, duration of HIV infection, and nadir CD4 count were adjusted for in analyses, and the follow-up period was restricted to visits with plasma VL <1000 copies/mL on consecutive visits to reduce biases that result from virological failure. ART adherence is a critical factor in maintaining durable viral suppression [37] and could not be fully assessed due to missing data at the time of CSF escape. However, subanalyses of visits with suppressed plasma VL as a proxy for ART suppression showed that PI use remained an independent predictor of CSF escape. Additional limitations include the limited number of participants on integrase inhibitors at the time of CSF escape. Last, only a subset of participants had available HIV-1 genotypes, and samples were not available to perform resistance testing at CSF escape episodes.
The search for a functional cure is a top priority for HIV research [38] . Latently infected cells that harbor integrated HIV DNA persist within the CNS, [39] are not cleared with suppressive ART and represent a potential source of viral rebound. Analyses in this study suggest that individuals on PI-based regimens are at elevated risk for CSF escape, and that risk may extend to individuals with historic M184V/I mutations and CSF accumulation of major DRMs. Understanding viral and host factors associated with incomplete suppression of CSF HIV-1 RNA during ART is an important step toward identifying patients with CNS reservoirs and has clinical implications, particularly in those with neurological symptoms, regarding optimal ART regimens for ART-experienced patients.
